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They will be marked by a sword on the New Game screen. Instead of continuing and diving down, jump out of
the water onto the area around it. There should be two screens which are breakable. Behind one of the screens
are two topless women. By walking up to them and pressing the circle button, you initiate the sex mini-game
in which you complete a series of button presses. When you have won, you will receive a large amount of red
orbs and some green orbs. Now I am become Death You are outside after defeating Perseus. Go back inside
through the upper left door. Stand on the star and hit R1 a few times though once is enough. Now run outside
on the balcony. Around the corner to your right and under a window there is a second star on the ground.
Stand on the star and hit R1 a few times again, once is enough. Now keep going and quickly grapple across to
get over the other side of the roof. Run around the corner and go all the way to the pressure switch, stand on
the switch to activate the roots walkway. When the roots are nearly fully extended slow time with the Amulet
of the Fates and quickly run across. Once on the center platform you will see the third star on the ground by
the first tree. Hit R1 and the camera angle will shift and the following message will appear in the sky: The
quote in the sky is from the Hindu scripture, the Bhagavad-Gita. It was later famously quoted by the American
physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer to describe the first nuclear bomb test on July 16, By achieving a , hit
combo, the player will see a secret web site url appear onscreen. Jupasto Must complete the game on certain
difficulty levels, Collect certain Items and receive certain ranks. Unlockable Complete the game on Titan
mode. Blade of Olympus Complete the game on any difficulty level. Cod of War costume Complete the game
on God mode. Dark Odyssey Collect 20 Cyclops eyes. Must kill them with a context-sensitive move. Meaning
the O button. General Kratos Receive God ranking in Challenge mode. Hercules Complete the game on any
difficulty level. Hydra Armor Contributed by: The letters on that screen will turn purple if done correctly.
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You will be at the temple where Kratos killed his wife and child. Soon several Kratos clones will come out
and attack the wife and child so you have to protect them. You can give health back to the family if you get
close to them and hit circle. First the clones are pretty weak, if your blades are at level five, use the Square,
hold Square move to clear them. Soon the house will fall apart and you will be on a platform that you can fall
off of. The clones will come more and more often, if needed use the Army of Hades to take care of some of
them. Eventually the clones will come out with the Blade of Artemis. Now use Rage of the Gods with the
Blade of Artemis. With that, you could get two more Army of Hades attacks in. When the rate they come
slows down, you are close to the end. The Blade of Artemis con kill them in two-three hits. Even with these
tips, you will need a few tries to beat this part, I know that I did. PS2 Submitted by Xtrod! The second is in the
challenge of Poseidon. You have to climb ledges- at the top, to the right, is a chest with muse key 2. The door
can only be opened if you find two Muse Keys. One can be found behind the statue of Atlas. When you have
the Muse keys, go to the door acceced by the outer most ring in Rings of Pandora. Then use the Muse keys to
open the door. The room will grant you instant upgrads in yor Heath, Magic, and experience meters! Because I
was stuck like there was to be no end on stage 8 of 10 on the Challenge of the Gods listed in your treasures
after you beat the game. Okay so I devloped this strategy to conquor all the Gorgons and undead soldiers.
When you get to stage 8, use it immediatly. Kill as many as possible. Attack in all directions with square, and
if you see an opening use the might of Hercules on a group of enemies. If you block an attack just before it
hits you, you can then blow a few people off the edge by hitting square soon after the attack lands. Try to
never let the Gorgons hit you, they drain your health far to quickly to accept their attacks. Also avoid jumping,
if a Gorgon gets you stone in the sky Hit both statues untill they break and a number will come up. To save
your phone bill from all the phone number guessing read the left to right like a book. For the first pillar of five
, wait for the dagger on the lowest row of daggers to go into the wall before you climb on. Let the rotation of
the pillar drag you to to the left wall this wont hurt you. You are going to want to stay against either left or
right wall depending on rotation of pillar while climbing. Once you climb on, wait until the dagger right above
you goes into the wall. If you manage to dodge the rows of daggers, you should land right under a row of
daggers that come around in sets of two. Above that row it comes in a set of three, then one. Wait till in that
row the set of three goes by, then jump up through the next opening in the sets of two. After you land quickly
jump up again to avoid getting hit by the set of daggers coming at you. You should be at the next pillar. From
the first, climb up slowly so that you barely catch the rotation of the next pillar. Let it drag you to the right
side. This part is tricky. There are two rows of daggers in a difficult position to advance. But if you wait for a
while, there will be a small opening that will allow you to get through. As soon as the last dagger goes in the
wall right before the opening, jump up. When you land, carefully normal climbing maneuver up through the
next few rows. Once again slowly climb up just enough so that the third pillar takes you to the left wall. This
is pretty tricky. There is a row of daggers right above you that come in sets of one. Above that is a row which
comes in sets of three and one. Wait until the set of three in the second row goes by, then the one in the first
row goes into the wall. Climb up to reach the fourth pillar. Just tap on the left analog up a few times just
enough so that the rotation takes you to the right wall. Once youve gone over, youll see that the first row of
daggers has one set of two, then a long pause before they come back around. Above that, four sets of one
dagger. As soon as the set of two daggers in the first row goes into the wall, climb up to where it was, then
wait for the next opening in the second row and jump up. Quickly climb out of the way of the dagger coming
at you, and you should come to a space where a dagger is about to hit your head, and on the row just under
that there is another dagger that follows, now is where you jump quickly. If you hit it right, you should be at
the fifth pillar. Stay half on the fifth and half on the fourth youll slill be riding the right wall. Alright there isnt
really a definite plan for this one. Just maneuver as best you can, crawling out of the way of daggers about to
hit and jumping whenever you get an opening. Watch out though for the second row of daggers from the top
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of the pillar, because if you jump from halfway, youll probably get hit by those. If you jump right you should
land right under that row, where now you jump up when you have an opening, and you should grab on to the
ledge of the top of the fifth pillar. Press X as quickly as possible to pull yourself up before the top row of
daggers hits you. Id suggest saving at the top run around to the right cause I know you dont want to go through
that again. There will be two women in your bed. If you talk to them, they will try to get you to stay, but your
character just tells them to leave. Instead of leaving, jump up onto the bed. A circle icon should appear. It is
done by pressing the indicated buttons that pop up on the screen. It is three buttons followed by three analog
movements completely random. The first time you will get enough for your first power up on your weapon.
Then go left to a orb chest on top of a ledge and then jump off. Then walk to the edge and walk to the bridge,
still staying near the edge. When you get to the bridge, run across. Finally at the end of the bridge, look at the
sky, Ares will write something out for you saying, "Surreder Kratos. God of War may seem like a button
masher, but furious button pressing will only get Kratos so far before he finds himself on that one way boat
ride to Hades. Second, rolling can get you out of being surrounded and to a better position to attack from.
Third, and most importantly, you can roll a couple times during a combo and keep the combo going. What
better way to keep that hit counter rising and the orb bonuses flowing!! This is the buffed out version of
regular old Block, and with this you can unleash a heavy hit on just about any enemy that dares to swing at
you. Use the Square counter when there are multiple enemies and you want to sweep the area. Air Combat
Launch Your Enemies The cool way to find unique ways to punish your enemies, and you have it from the
start. Simply hold Triangle to perform Ascension. The prices to upgrade these magics are steep and you would
rightfully be wary of which magics you should be upgrading first. When Level 3 is achieved, the amount of
damage it deals and the radius that it affects is well worth the orbs you spend on it. Plus, your combos will go
sky high. You might just discover the clue that could help you in your quest. Also, remember that the Gorgons
will give you Blue Orbs anytime you rip their heads off. With all the moves at your disposal at this point, you
might overlook this beauty. When rolling, press X to perform an uppercut slice at an enemy. This is one of the
most unblockable moves Kratos has, and is a perfect combo starter when up against the later enemies that like
to block. Most of the monsters in God of War have their own personal weaknesses against certain types of
attacks and magic. So experiment and find out what those weaknesses are and exploit them!! A much tidier
alternative to slashing at them wildly, and pays off better too. The harpies only come in waves of six to eight
at a time. And there are flame throwers that will instantly kill you on the wall of each platform. First you need
to defeat all the archers. The weapon to use here is the Blade of Artemis, which only takes two hits with the
square button to kill them.
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The secret message is a scrambled telephone number, just read it from left to right to figure it out If you jump
on the bed, A circle will appear above the bed, indicating a Mini-game. Press Circle, and the game will start.
All you see is the vase, but as you get further, the vase will shake more and more, until it falls and breaks. If
you win, the first time, you get a large amount of Red orbs. Everytime afterwards, you get 5 more. Position
yourself so that you are between the enemy and the ladder. Use the square, square, triangle combo to take him
out. Make sure you kill the enemy above the ladder. Once you kill it, it should hit the ground, then bounce
back up getting caught in this bounce. If done correctly, it will continually release red orbs. Once you get the
glitch going, just stand there for about 10 minutes. You will get the max amount of orbs, full red bars which is
59, orbs. Look on the left ledge near a red orb chest, there should be a small firefly buzzing around, Press R2
near it. Now quickly run to where the Gravedigger is and stand on top of the highest mound of dirt, Press R2
again. Finally, run south across the bridge and stand between the two torches and press R2 one more time. If
done correctly the words "Surrender Kratos" will be written in the night sky in cursive. Immediately walk as
far as your can to the left or right with running into a conveyer belt. Then walk forward next to the conveyer
belt until you reach the first pedestal. Jump on it and you should be home free. Now you can liesurely walk to
pandoras box without a battle. The whole idea is that there is an area near the entrance that if you walk in it
you will initiate the battle. By walking as close as you can to the edge you are not "tripping the trigger" per
say. The secret number is a non scrambled telephone number. Call the number to hear an interesting side story
to what really happened to the final boss.
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Sheila Robinson ; edited by: Michael Hartman ; updated: Although Kratos has defeated Ares, he must make an
epic journey through time to try and correct his tragic mistakes. Check out the following PS2 cheats and tips to
help enhance your game playing experience. First, you have to obtain the Spear of Destiny. Once you have it,
find the Statue of Fate near the pathway next to the water. Push it down the stairs and move it towards the
edge of the water. Move Kratos to the other side of the path so that you are in a straight line from the statue.
Head through the door and grab the Urn of Olympus and surrounding treasures. To get it, you will have to past
a moving block puzzle, so make sure that you follow thid God of War II cheats guide to the letter: You will
encounter a series of rooms and doors you will need to open. Look for a statue on top of a moving block.
Destroy it and move the block into the next room which will have a series of doors on all sides. Continue to
push the block into the room on the far right. Push the block until the end of the next hall. Now you will see
the Urn of Gaia just above you. Climb on top of the block to reach the Urn and two blood chests. And, for
mature gamers, here is how you play this mini-game in God of War 2. In the first area of the game, locate the
bath house. Go around the water and find two breakable screens. Bust through these to find a room with two
topless women. When you walk up to them, a mini game will begin after pressing the circle button. The game
will require a series of button presses. Afterwards, you will get a bunch of red and green orbs. L1, L2, L3,
Circle, and Square.
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Go to the menu screen, select "Goals", scroll over to "Labors", and highlight "Quick Reflexes" under the
"Skill" category. Get your total parries to 99 of You can track your parries at this screen. A good place to do
this early in the story is when you cross the bridge near the first revenant encounter. Instead, immediately
pause the game and select the "Restart From Checkpoint" option. If you were near an enemy, you should start
near it. If you do not spawn near an enemy, try to find another area that spawns you next to an enemy. After
restarting from the checkpoint, parry an enemy to get another 3, XP. Then, immediately select the "Restart
From Checkpoint" option again. Repeat this as many times as desired. You can earn approximately , XP in 15
minutes using this exploit. You can do this at the start of the game, and earn enough XP to keep unlocking
everything in the game immediately when it becomes available. This glitch was performed on an unpatched
version of the game. It will probably eventually get patched. To avoid not being able to use this exploit, either
do not install new patches before using this exploit or delete the patches. You can avoid patches being
installed by disconnecting from the internet until you are ready for the game to install new patches. The
following enchantments can be slotted in it: Eye Of The Outer Realm 4. It launches about five explosive blasts
from your fist. Without the enchantments equipped, all it does is perform a super-punch and shockwave. These
are super rare items that can only be obtained from dragons. Three Dragon Tears can be obtained by freeing
the three dragons in Midgard. The fourth tear is harder to obtain. This is one of the best weapon upgrades in
the game. Stand on the large golden circle in Muspelheim Tower, and quickly look to the indicated locations
using the Right Analog-stick. It is accessed from the Lookout Tower boat dock once the water level has
dropped far enough to reach the dock. Look to the left brazier on the Muspelheim Tower deck. Look to the
right brazier on the Muspelheim Tower deck. Look down at the floor of the Muspelheim Tower deck. Briefly
pause when looking at each location. If done correctly, you will hear a sound halfway through performing the
steps and another sound once all steps have been completed. This may take multiple attempts. It is
recommended to memorize the order before attempting it. After successfully completing all steps, a realm tear
will appear. Secret ending After completing the main story, if you speak with the blacksmiths, they will advise
you on moving fast and staying safe if you plan to return home. Fast travel back home and enter the house.
Walk to the back and interact with the bed to view the secret ending. Golden Talisman Of Protection The
Golden Talisman Of Protection is a powerful talisman that can be found early in the game and is useful
throughout the entire game. It is also easy to miss. You can get it as soon as you arrive in the Lake Of Nine. It
improves recovery time, increases defense when blocking, and slightly lengthens your parry window. The
location is northeast of the temple, available once you unlock the temple in the center of the Lake Of Nine.
You will stop at Stone Falls to access Veithurgard in the story, but you can visit this hidden area whenever
desired. In Stone Falls, solve the puzzle to reach the bridge. Knock down the bridge after opening the door, go
past the NPC spirit circle back around to the door that leads back to the Revenant arena , lower the bridge, and
use the lowered bridge. In the Revenant arena, you can access a new door to the right that contains a legendary
chest with the Golden Talisman Of Protection. Amulet Of Kvasir talisman The Amulet Of Kvasir talisman can
be found very early in the game and is useful throughout the game. Once you are able to explore Alfheim, you
can get this talisman. It works like a standard Platinum dodge â€”- when Kratos dodges an attack, you will
slow down time and perform strong counter-attacks. In Alfheim, you will eventually reach an area called the
Light Elf Sanctuary. Find the realm tear past the crank gate, and proceed past the bridge made of roots. At this
vantage point, you can see the beach where you first started the area. From here, throw your axe to break the
root nodes, making a tunnel appear. Drop down to reach a room with a wheel crank. Use it to solve the root
puzzle break all three with a single throw to make the legendary chest appear with the Amulet Of Kvasir
talisman inside. They are in the purple cipher chests with a white "face" lock. They are found in the following
locations: Once you meet with the Witch, you will be able to access the cave underneath her house. The
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Mountain - 0: From the Summit mystic gateway, you can find the cipher chest straight up the steps leading to
the green garden at the top. Cliffs Of The Raven - 1: This is an area that is easy to miss. From the Lake Of
Nine, land on the beach to the right, on the path southeast from the temple. You will pass the beach on the way
to Volunder Mines. Enter the large arena area at the end of the cliffs, and look left for a small opening blocked
by wood. Smash through it and throw Atreus up so he can drop a chain. Climb up to find the cipher chest.
Forgotten Caverns - 2: This is an optional region. It is directly northwest of the temple in the center of the
Lake Of Nine; you can visit this area at any point in the game. Go inside and climb the narrow cracks twice to
reach the upper level of the caverns. The cipher chest is at the top. There are more than four ciphers, but these
are the easiest to obtain. After getting all four ciphers, go to the Realm Travel Room, and select Muspelheim
as your destination. It is a secret area that contains trials, needed for getting the "Fire And Brimstone" trophy.
Finding all language ciphers is also required to get the "Trilingual" trophy. Proceed up the steps to reach the
green garden area. Drop down onto the snowy path and cross the snow toward the peak in the distance. Along
the left side is an area you can drop down to find a realm tear and cipher chest. Lookout Tower - 1: This beach
contains a cipher chest. Ruins Of The Ancient - 1: This area is located far northwest of the temple in the Lake
Of Nine, and can only be accessed once the snake moves and allows you to access Konunsgard. There is a
Soul-Eater and cipher chest on this beach. Council Of Valkyries - 2: Destroy the red crystals and climb up the
cliff wall. Climb up the next wall and destroy the red crystals to the right. Drop back down and go to the area
where the red crystals were just destroy to find the cipher chest. After getting all four ciphers, go to the Realm
Travel Room, and select Niflheim as your destination. It is a secret area that contains a randomized labyrinth
challenge. You can get the "Darkness And Fog" trophy in Niflheim by opening all chests and realm tears in
the central chamber. Level 6 is the maximum for the axe. The first upgrade is given automatically when you
meet Brok for the first time. You will then keep getting Frozen Flames from story bosses. Even if you fail to
collect them, they will be added to the "Lost Items" section in the shop. By completing the story, you can get
the axe to Level 5. Getting it to Level 6 is hidden in the shop under "Buy" - "Resources". Then, keep going
around the "labyrinth" in this region to farm Mist Echoes until you have 5, You can then purchase the final
upgrade for the Leviathan Axe and get the "Worthy" trophy.
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Hints Funny Messages Complete the game in god mode to get a telephone number it is and when you are at
the throne at the end of the game destroy the two statues next to and it will be a buch of numbers solve and
you will get another number that number is Kill Enemies Faster To kill an enemy without all the swinging just
launch the enemy up in the air will work for most enemies by holding triangle. When you jump up in the air
with them keep holding triangle to jump up! The enemy should bounce back up to you. When this happens
keeping hitting circle till either the enemy dies or when the circle button appears above its head. Air Combat
Launch Your Enemies This is the cool way to find unique ways to punish your enemies, and you have it from
the start. Simply hold Triangle to perform Ascension. Get Army Of Hades To get Army of Hades, you must
first beat the giant minotaur boss, run up the stairs thats behind the giant doors, grab the head from the casket,
run back down the stairs, and walk into the god power door. Minotaurs Binotaurs are easy to beat if you know
how. Just use the square, square, triangle combo and keep hitting them and knocking them down. Powerful
Combos After you get the Sword of Arcamedies you can unleash some powerful combos. If you switch over
to the Swords of Choas in the middle of a combo and switch back you can unleash a powerful combo. Hero
Build This is a professional build that will help you immensly through out the game. Start a new character and
keep leveling up your blades until they are around If you stick by this build you should be fine for the entire
game. God Mode Beat the game on any difficulty. Never worry about running out of magic, because there is
always a magic filled chest around the corner. Your magic meter should not worry you because you will
always have chances to fill it up. Magic Feathers After you get Posiedens Trident and you can swim
underwater, try to look for the nyads in the water. If you encounter one grab them with O and you will then
kiss them. They will then give a magic feather. You get extra red orbs for doing these weakness moves. There
are many more monsters in the game that have weaknesses to. Try to discover them. Get on the bed and press
O. You will then have to push a series of buttons and if you passed it, you will get a ton of red orbs. Go into
the temple and break the two large statues Aries and the Pandora dude. It will give you a bunch of numbers.
Unscrambled, they are a toll free phone number. The number is The creator of the game and Craetos will talk
to you on the phone. Then go back to the game and use a magical attack to unlock unlimited mana.
Unlockables We have no unlockables for God of War yet. If you have any unlockables please submit them.
Easter eggs We have no easter eggs for God of War yet. Glitches Pedestal Glitch I discovered this glitch while
playing around one day. Throughout the game there are pedestals where you must drag a block onto it to open
a door. Stand on the pedestal so that the door is open. Then, run in small, quick circles so that you are popping
on and off the switch. Done crrectly, the switch will raise up and the door will remain opened.
Chapter 7 : God of War Cheats and Cheat Codes, PlayStation 2
God of War 2 cheats - God of War 2 is an action-adventure games released by Sony Computer Entertainment on for
PS2 racedaydvl.com games developed by Santa Monica Studio and become second installment as a part of God of War
series.

Chapter 8 : God Of War Cheats
This is the first God of War game okayed for legal release in the United Arab Emerates (UAE). The country's National
Media Council red-lighted earlier entries over sexual and religious concerns. The country's National Media Council
red-lighted earlier entries over sexual and religious concerns.
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This trick requires at least a level 2 Blades Of Chaos and really helps when fighting multiple Minotaurs and other
enemies. Knock the Minotaur (or different enemy) up with R1 + X.
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